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!BSTRACT
4HE  POSSIBILITIES  TO  MANUFACTURE  GOLDBASED  FOAMS 
ARE  EXPLORED  'OLD  POWDER  AND  VARIOUS  POWDERED 
ALLOYING  ELEMENTS  ARE  MIXED  WITH  A  SMALL  VOLUME 
FRACTION OF A GASRELEASING BLOWING AGENT 4HE BLEND 
IS  COMPACTED  TO  A  DENSE  PRECURSOR  WHICH  IS  THEN 
MELTED  IN  A  FURTHER  STEP  IN  ORDER  TO  TRIGGER  FOAM 
FORMATION 7E ½ND THAT GOLDSILICON ALLOYS CONTAINING 
¯ WT OF  SILICON OR AROUND  WT OF GERMANIUM 
CAN BE FOAMED USING 4I( OR :R( AS A BLOWING AGENT 
&OAMS WITH ABOUT  POROSITY ARE OBTAINED 
)NTRODUCTION
-ETALS  CAN  BE  FOAMED  APPLYING  A  VARIETY  OF  PROCESSING 
METHODS ³&OAMING´ MEANS DISPERSING GAS BUBBLES IN A MELT 
AND  ALLOWING  THEM  TO  ARRANGE  INTO  A  STATE  OF  TRANSIENT 
EQUILIBRIUM ! SOLID METAL  FOAM  IS OBTAINED BY SOLIDIFYING A 
LIQUID  FOAM  AT  A  GIVEN  INSTANT  USUALLY  NEAR  MAXIMUM 
VOLUME EXPANSION  ;= !S  LIQUID  FOAMS CONTAIN GAS BUBBLES 
COMPLETELY SURROUNDED BY THE LIQUID PHASE SOLID FOAMS ARE 
MATERIALS  WITH  CLOSED  POROSITY  3UCH  MATERIALS  ESPECIALLY 
THOSE  BASED  ON  ALUMINIUM  ALLOYS  HAVE  GOOD MASSSPECI½C 
PROPERTIES SUCH AS A HIGH ELASTIC STIFFNESS AND ARE THEREFORE 
BEING  CONSIDERED  USEFUL  MATERIALS  FOR  LIGHTWEIGHT 
CONSTRUCTION $UE TO THEIR STRONGLY NONLINEAR CRUSH BEHAVIOUR 
METALLIC  FOAMS ARE ALSO GOOD MECHANICAL ENERGY ABSORBERS 
;= #URRENTLY THERE IS A SMALL MARKET FOR ALUMINIUM FOAMS 
AND  A  FEW  COMPANIES  PRODUCING  ALUMINIUM  ALLOY  FOAMS 
!PPLICATIONS RANGE FROM PARTS FOR MOBILE LIFTING SYSTEMS AN 
³!RIANE 6´ ROCKET ADAPTOR AND CRASH ABSORBERS FOR A LIGHT CITY 
RAILWAY CAR ;=
"ESIDES  FOAMING  THERE  ARE  A  NUMBER  OF  OTHER  WAYS  TO 
PROCESS  METALS  INTO  POROUS  SPONGEOUS  OR  OTHER  CELLULAR 
STATES  "Y  APPLYING POWDER METALLURGY  INVESTMENT  CASTING 
ELECTROPLATING  OR  ELECTRODEPOSITION  ;=  JUST  TO  NAME  THE 
MOST COMMON ONES !S AN EXAMPLE MACROPOROUS GOLD HAS 
BEEN  PRODUCED BY  ½LLING  THE  INTERSTICES  OF  POLYMER  SPHERE 
PACKINGS WITH GOLD POWDER PRESSING THE MIX REMOVING THE 
POLYMER AND SINTERING 4HE SKELETAL PLATES OF MARINE ECHINOIDS 
WERE USED AS TEMPLATES THAT WERE THEN GOLDCOATED CHEMICALLY 
TO CREATE MICROPOROUS GOLD WITH PORE SIZES AROUND  M ;= 
%VEN  NANOPOROUS  GOLD  CAN  BE  MANUFACTURED  BY  SELECTIVE 
DEALLOYING  OF  !G!U  ALLOYS  ;=  OR  BY  USING  COLLOIDAL  CRYSTAL 
TEMPLATES  FROM  STACKED  LATEX  MICROSPHERES  AND  ½LLING  THE 
INTERSTICES  WITH  COLLOIDAL  GOLD  PARTICLES  ;=  !LTERNATIVELY 
MICROTEMPLATES CAN BE COATED BY ELECTROCHEMICAL PLATING TO 
MANUFACTURE PURE POROUS GOLD WITH UP TO  POROSITY ;= 
)N  THE  FOLLOWING WE WILL DISCUSS  THE POSSIBILITIES  TO  FOAM 
GOLD  ALLOYS  IN  THE  NARROW  SENSE  DESCRIBED  ABOVE  IE  BY 
GENERATING  GAS  BUBBLES  IN  A  LIQUID  GOLD  ALLOY  'AS  BUBBLES 
INJECTED INTO A LIQUID WILL ¾OAT TO THE SURFACE AND BURST THERE 
UNLESS THE MELT CONTAINS STABILISING PARTICLES THAT ADHERE TO 
THE BUBBLE SURFACES AND PREVENT THE BUBBLES FROM MERGING 
WITH EACH OTHER !LUMINIUM ALLOY  FOAMS ARE STABLE BECAUSE 
THEY  CONTAIN OXIDE PARTICLES OR OTHER NONMETALLIC PARTICLES 
SUCH AS SILICON CARBIDE ;= /THER METALS SUCH AS ZINC ;= 
LEAD  ;=  OR  STEEL  ;=  CAN  BE  FOAMED  FOLLOWING  THE  SAME 
PRINCIPLES  /NE  PARTICULARLY  SUCCESSFUL  METHOD  COMPRISES 
MIXING  ALUMINIUM  OR  ZINC  POWDER  WITH  THE  GASRELEASING 
BLOWING  AGENT  TITANIUM  HYDRIDE  4I(	  COMPACTING  THIS 
MIXTURE AND MELTING IT THEREAFTER $URING MELTING THE BLOWING 
AGENT  RELEASES  GAS  AND  CREATES  BUBBLES  ;=  4HE  OXIDES 
PRESENT IN THE MELT STEM FROM THE OXIDE ½LMS PRESENT ON AND 
INSIDE  THE  FORMER  POWDER  PARTICLES  AND  REMAIN  IN  THE 
COMPACTED POWDER AND IN THE ½NAL FOAM ;= 
7HEN  TRYING  TO  TRANSFER  THIS  FOAMING  METHOD  TO  GOLD 
ALLOYS ONE ENCOUNTERS TWO PROBLEMS &IRST OF ALL THE MELTING 
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SATELLITE  PARTICLES  SEE  &IGURE  B  )N  ADDITION  SOME  VERY 
LARGE  PARTICLES  AND  ¾AKES  WERE  DETECTED  &ROM  THE 
EXPERIENCE WITH  ALUMINIUM  FOAMS  IT  CAN  BE  EXPECTED  THAT 
THESE POWDERS SHOULD BE COMPACTABLE WITHOUT ENCOUNTERING 
MAJOR PROBLEMS 
4HE ALLOYS WERE SELECTED BY SCREENING THE AVAILABLE PHASE 
DIAGRAMS AND SEARCHING FOR SYSTEMS IN WHICH A SMALL ADDITION 
OF AN ALLOYING ELEMENT REDUCES THE MELTING POINT CONSIDERABLY 
POINT  OF  GOLD  ¯  #  ¯  IS  MUCH  HIGHER  THAN  THE 
DECOMPOSITION  RANGE OF 4I( ¯ ABOUT  TO #  ;= ¯ 
AND THEREFORE IT CAN BE ANTICIPATED THAT 4I(  IS NOT SUITABLE 
FOR FOAMING PURE GOLD 3ECOND GOLD DOES NOT CONTAIN OXIDES 
WHICH COULD STABILISE THE GAS BUBBLES !LTHOUGH IT  IS KNOWN 
THAT  THE  BLOWING  AGENT  PARTICLES  THEMSELVES  CAN  ACT  AS 
STABILISERS  ;=  THEIR VOLUME CONTENT  IS USUALLY  LOW AND  IT  IS 
EXPECTED THAT ADDITIONAL MEASURES FOR STABILISING GOLD FOAMS 
ARE NECESSARY
4HE STRATEGY FOLLOWED  IN THIS WORK  IS TO ALLOY GOLD WITH A 
SELECTION  OF  ELEMENTS  IN  ORDER  TO  BOTH  LOWER  THE  MELTING 
POINT  SO MUCH  THAT  4I(  CAN  BE  USED  AS  A  BLOWING  AGENT 
AND  TO  ALLOW  THE  ALLOYING  ELEMENTS  TO  ACT  AS  STABILISERS 
EITHER  DIRECTLY  OR  VIA  THE  GENERATION  OF  NONMETALLIC 
CONSTITUENTS  )N ADDITION TO 4I(  TWO FURTHER HYDRIDES WERE 
TESTED :R( AND -G(
%XPERIMENTAL
'OLD POWDER WAS PROVIDED BY # (AFNER 0FORZHEIM 'ERMANY	 
WHO  USED  THE  0LASMA  2OTATING  %LECTRODE  0ROCESS  02%0	  TO 
ATOMISE RODS OF PURE GOLD 4HE POWDERS WERE EXAMINED BY 
SCANNING  ELECTRON MICROSCOPY  AND  CHARACTERISED  IN  A  LASER 
PARTICLE SIZE ANALYSER &IGURE  SHOWS TWO IMAGES AT DIFFERENT 
MAGNI½CATIONS  ILLUSTRATING  THE WIDE  RANGE  OF  PARTICLE  SIZES 
AND  THE  NEARSPHERICAL  SHAPE  OF  MOST  OF  THE  PARTICLES 
4HIS  SHAPE  IS  TYPICAL  FOR  SUCH  02%0  POWDERS  4HE  PARTICLE 
SIZE DISTRIBUTION  IN &IGURE  YIELDS A MEAN VALUE OF ¤ M 
D      M	  AND  SHOWS  THAT  THERE  IS  A  SIGNI½CANT 
FRACTION  OF  SMALLER  PARTICLES  RESIDING  ON  THE  LARGER  ONES  AS 
  NO  ALLOY   BLOWING AGENT  4PRE  PPEAK  RCALC    REXPT 
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4ABLE 
!LLOYS AND BLOWING AGENTS USED FOR FOAMING %XTRUSION CONDITIONS AND RESULTING PRECURSOR DENSITIES ARE GIVEN 4PRE TEMPERATURE OF PREHEATING PPEAK PEAK 
PRESSURE OCCURRING AT BEGINNING OF PRESSING RCALC AND REXPT CALCULATED AND MEASURED EXPERIMENTAL DENSITY RELATIVE DENSITY REXPTRCALC ND NO DETERMINATION 
OF DENSITY BECAUSE EXTRUDED MATERIAL WAS TOO ROUGH !STERISK IN ST COLUMN EXPANSION DATA FOR THESE MATERIALS GIVEN IN &IGURE 
&IGURE  
3%- IMAGES OF GOLD POWDER USED A	 LOW MAGNI½CATION  
B	 HIGHER MAGNI½CATION
A	 B	
&IGURE  
0ARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION OF THE GOLD POWDER AS OBTAINED BY LASER  
PARTICLE ANALYSIS
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BUOYANCY MEASUREMENT SEE 4ABLE 
&OR FOAMING A FURNACE WAS PREHEATED TO A TEMPERATURE 
 + ABOVE THE LIQUIDUS TEMPERATURE OF THE RESPECTIVE ALLOY 
AND WAS LEFT THERE FOR SOME TIME FOR TEMPERATURE EQUILIBRATION 
!FTER THIS A PIECE OF THE PRESSED MATERIAL ABOUT  CM LONG 
WAS PUT INTO THE FURNACE AND WAS LEFT THERE FOR HEATING AND 
FOAMING  4HE  SAMPLE WAS  EXPOSED  TO  AIR  ALL  THE  TIME  4HE 
FOAMING PROCESS WAS FOLLOWED BY VISUAL OBSERVATION )N SOME 
CASES  THE  PRESSED  MATERIAL  STARTED  TO  FOAM  4HE  FOAMING 
PROCESS  APPEARED  SIMILAR  TO  THE  FOAMING  OF  OTHER  METALS 
AFTER  AN  INITIAL  EXPANSION  STAGE  A  MAXIMUM  VOLUME  WAS 
REACHED 4HEN FOAM COLLAPSE WAS OBSERVED WHICH EVENTUALLY 
DESTROYED  THE  FOAM !FTER  A  PICTURE OF  THE OVERALL  FOAMING 
COURSE  HAD  BEEN  OBTAINED  THE  FOAMING  PROCESS  WAS 
INTERRUPTED  IN  FURTHER  EXPERIMENTS  AT  OR  NEAR  MAXIMUM 
EXPANSION  BY  TAKING  THE  SAMPLES  OUT  OF  THE  FURNACE  AND 
COOLING THEM IN A STREAM OF COOL AIR &OAMS WHICH COULD BE 
PRESERVED IN A STATE NEAR MAXIMUM EXPANSION WERE USED FOR 
FURTHER ANALYSIS !FTER MEASURING THE DENSITY OR POROSITY	 THE 
FOAM WAS SECTIONED AND THE CELL STRUCTURE OBSERVED
2ESULTS
%XTRUSION LED TO A GOOD CONSOLIDATION OF THE POWDER TO WIRES 
IN  MOST  CASES  4HE  PEAK  PRESSURE  NEEDED  TO  INITIATE  ¾OW 
SHOWS CONSIDERABLE SCATTER ,OWER PREHEATING TEMPERATURES 
REQUIRED  HIGHER  PRESSURES  IN  MOST  CASES  %XCEPT  FOR 
EXPERIMENTS  AND  THE SURFACE OF THE WIRES WAS SMOOTH 
AND THE WIRES ALL SHOWED SOME BENDING DUCTILITY 4HE DENSITY 
VALUES GIVEN IN 4ABLE  INDICATE THAT DENSI½CATION WAS BEST IN 
PURE GOLD FOLLOWED BY !U!L AND !U3N 4HE POWDER MIXTURES 
ALLOYED WITH 3I AND 'E SHOWED THE HIGHEST LEVEL OF POROSITY
)N  THE  FOAMING EXPERIMENTS  THE DIFFERENT ALLOYS BEHAVED 
DIFFERENTLY .O NOTABLE OR JUST A SMALL VOLUME EXPANSION WAS 
OBSERVED FOR PURE !U !U!L AND !U3N ALLOYS !FTER CUTTING 
THESE  SPECIMENS  SHOWED  SOME  PORES  OF  DIFFERENT  SIZES 
DISTRIBUTED  ALL  OVER  THE  SAMPLE  BUT  THE  TOTAL  PORE  VOLUME 
WAS  SMALL  AND  PORE  DISTRIBUTION  WAS  IRREGULAR  )T  WAS 
OBVIOUS  THAT  THESE  ALLOYS  IN  THE  CURRENT  COMPOSITION  ARE 
UNSUITABLE FOR FOAMING
)N CONTRAST !L3I AND !L'E YIELDED MUCH BETTER RESULTS )N 
ALL  CASES  THE  EXTRUDED POWDER MIXTURES  STARTED  TO  EXPAND 
AFTER  SOME  TIME  IN  THE  FURNACE  &OAMING  TOOK  PLACE  IN  A 
SMOOTH AND CONTINUOUS WAY AS  IT  IS KNOWN FROM ALUMINIUM 
ALLOYS 4HE RESULTING FOAMS AT NEARMAXIMUM EXPANSION HAD 
EXPANDED TO  TO  TIMES THE ORIGINAL PRECURSOR VOLUME 4HE 
VOLUME EXPANSION FACTOR DE½NED AS THE RATIO OF FOAM VOLUME 
TO ORIGINAL PRECURSOR VOLUME DEPENDED ON THE SILICON CONTENT 
IN  THE  SAMPLE  SEE  &IGURE   "ELOW A  SILICON CONTENT OF  
EXPANSION FACTORS UP TO  ARE REACHED WHEREAS FOR  3I AN 
EXPANSION FACTOR OF MORE THAN  WAS FOUND &OR MORE THAN 
 3I  THE EXPANSION  FACTOR  APPEARS  TO  REMAIN AT  THIS  LEVEL 
2EPLACING 4I( BY :R( DID NOT CHANGE THE FOAMING BEHAVIOUR 
AND PRODUCED VERY SIMILAR FOAMS WHEREAS -G( DID NOT YIELD 
SATISFACTORY RESULTS AT ALL !DDITION OF  #U DID NOT HAVE A 
AND YIELDS AN EXTENDED SEMISOLID RANGE &IGURE  SHOWS THE 
PHASE DIAGRAM OF  THE  SYSTEM !U3I WHICH EVENTUALLY  LED  TO 
THE BEST RESULTS 3MALL ADDITIONS IN TERMS OF MASS LEAD TO THE 
FORMATION OF A VERY DEEP EUTECTIC THAT SOLIDI½ES AT # !T 
SUCH  TEMPERATURES  AND  ABOVE  THE  HYDRIDES  THAT  ARE 
COMMONLY USED AS BLOWING AGENT FOR ALUMINIUM ALLOYS RELEASE 
SUF½CIENT AMOUNTS OF HYDROGEN 3I  IS PRACTICALLY  INSOLUBLE  IN 
GOLD  .O  STABLE  INTERMETALLIC  PHASES  ARE  OBSERVED  BUT  THE 
EXISTENCE OF METASTABLE PHASES IS KNOWN ;=
/THER ALLOY SYSTEMS SELECTED WERE !L'E !U!L !U3N AND 
THE TERNARY ALLOY !U3I#U !L'E  IS VERY SIMILAR  TO !L3I WITH 
THE DIFFERENCE THAT MORE 'E IS REQUIRED TO LOWER THE MELTING 
POINT  OF  GOLD  AND  THAT  'E  IS  SOLUBLE  IN  !U  AT  SMALL 
CONCENTRATIONS SEE &IGURE  "OTH !L AND 3N LOWER THE MELTING 
TEMPERATURE OF GOLD FORM INTERMETALLIC PHASES WITH GOLD AND 
ARE SOLUBLE 4HE CORRESPONDING PHASE DIAGRAMS CAN BE FOUND 
IN 2EF 
4HE  BLOWING  AGENT  4I(  WAS  PURCHASED  FROM  #HEMETALL 
&RANKFURT  'ERMANY	  :R(  FROM  #HEMPUR  +ARLSRUHE 
'ERMANY	  -G(  FROM  'OLDSCHMIDT  %SSEN  'ERMANY	  !LL 
THESE POWDERS HAVE A SIZE DISTRIBUTION WITH D IN THE RANGE 
OF  TO  M  
0OWDERS WERE MIXED IN A TUMBLING MIXER FOR  MINUTES IN 
THE FRACTIONS GIVEN IN 4ABLE  )N SOME CASES MIXING WAS NOT 
UNIFORM AND SOME OF THE LIGHTER POWDER WAS FOUND ON TOP OF 
THE MIXTURE )N SUCH CASES MANUAL STIRRING WAS APPLIED UNTIL 
THE POWDER BLEND APPEARED TO BE VISUALLY UNIFORM 
0OWDER COMPACTION WAS DONE BY EXTRUSION &OR THIS  G 
OF  POWDER  MIXTURE  WERE  ½RST  PRECOMPACTED  AT  ROOM 
TEMPERATURE  AND    K.  PRESSURE  TO  TABLETS  OF    MM 
DIAMETER  IN A CYLINDRICAL DIE 4WO THREE FOR EXPERIMENT NO 
	 SUCH TABLETS WERE LOADED INTO THE EXTRUSION DIE FOLLOWED 
BY A GRAPHITE DISK OF THE SAME SIZE 4HE DIE WAS PREHEATED 
FOR ABOUT  HOURS AT  THE  TEMPERATURE 4PRE GIVEN  IN 4ABLE  
AFTER WHICH  THE MATERIAL WAS EXTRUDED  TO WIRES OF  MM 
DIAMETER 4HIS CORRESPONDS TO AN EXTRUSION RATIO OF  4HE 
EXTRUSION PEAK PRESSURE PPEAK RANGED BETWEEN ABOUT  AND 
 -0A  !FTER  EXTRUSION  THE  DENSITY  WAS  DETERMINED  BY 
&IGURE  
0HASE DIAGRAM OF !U3I AND !L'E ALLOY SYSTEMS REDRAWN FROM 2EF 	 
3HORT VERTICAL DASHES INDICATE THE COMPOSITIONS USED
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PRONOUNCED  EFFECT  ON  FOAMING  4HE  SAMPLE  CONTAINING   
WT 'E EXPANDED TO  TIMES THE ORIGINAL VOLUME
4HE  BEST  FOAM  OBTAINED  IS  SHOWN  IN  &IGURE  A  4HIS 
STRUCTURE WHICH HAS EXPANDED TO ABOUT  TIMES THE ORIGINAL 
VOLUME  ¯  AND  THEREFORE  CONTAINS  ABOUT    POROSITY  OR 
EQUIVALENTLY HAS A MEAN DENSITY AROUND  GCM ¯ SHOWS A 
DIVERSITY OF PORE SIZES 4HE LARGEST VISIBLE PORE IS ABOUT  MM 
IN DIAMETER 
4HE FOAM DID NOT APPEAR SHINY SINCE BOTH THE OUTER SURFACE 
AND  THE  INTERIOR  CELL  WALLS  WERE  ROUGH  )MMEDIATELY  AFTER 
FOAMING AND COOLING THE FOAMS HAD A SILVERY COLOUR !FTER A 
FEW HOURS AT ROOM TEMPERATURE THE COLOUR CHANGED TO WHAT 
CAN  BE  DESCRIBED  BEST  AS  LIGHT  OCHRE  4HE  MICROGRAPH  IN 
&IGURE    REVEALS  THAT  THE  CELL  WALLS  ARE  RATHER  JAGGED  4HE 
HIGH  VOLUME  FRACTION  OF  SILICON    WT  CORRESPONDING  TO 
ABOUT  VOL	 IS RE¾ECTED BY THE DARK SILICON PHASE IN THE 
LIGHT GOLD MATRIX
!U'E  FOAMS  ASSUMED  A  CLEAR  BLUISH  HUE  AFTER  FOAMING 
WHICH  COULD  BE  POLISHED  OFF  4HE  COPPER  CONTAINING 
!U3I#U ALLOY HAD TURNED INTO A SILVERY COLOUR
$ISCUSSION
4HE STUDY SHOWED THAT !U3I ALLOYS CAN BE FOAMED BY USING A 
PROCEDURE  VERY  SIMILAR  TO  THAT  USED  TO  FOAM  ALUMINIUM OR 
ZINC ALLOYS "OTH 4I( AND :R( ARE WELL ADAPTED TO THE  LOW 
MELTING POINT OF THE DEEP EUTECTIC OF THIS ALLOY !DDITION OF 
SILICON LEADS TO A PRONOUNCED STABILITY OF THE FOAM )T COULD 
NOT BE  CLARI½ED HOW  SILICON  ACTS  AS  STABILISER  !S  THE  SILICON 
POWDER CONTAINS  WT OF OXYGEN ¯ AS MEASURED BY HOT 
GAS EXTRACTION ¯ ONE COULD ASSUME THAT SILICON OXIDE ACTS IN A 
WAY  SIMILAR  AS  ALUMINIUM  OXIDE  IN  ALUMINIUM  FOAMS  4HE 
SAME APPLIES TO THE !U'E ALLOY SINCE !U3I AND !U'E HAVE 
VERY  SIMILAR  PHASE  DIAGRAMS  AND  THE  GERMANIUM  POWDER 
MOST LIKELY ALSO CONTAINED OXYGEN PICKED UP DURING POWDER 
MANUFACTURE
!PPLYING  STANDARDS OF  STATEOFTHEART  ALUMINIUM  FOAMS 
THE PORE STRUCTURE IS INHOMOGENEOUS AND THE QUALITY OF THE 
FOAM IS NOT OPTIMAL AS ONE SEES WHEN ONE COMPARES &IGURE 
A  WITH  &IGURE  B  THAT  SHOWS  AN  ALUMINIUMBASED  FOAM 
(OWEVER IT IS AN INDICATION OF GOOD FOAMING BEHAVIOUR THAT 
THE ENTIRE CROSS SECTION OF THE FOAM APPEARS TO HAVE FOAMED 
IN  THE SAME WAY AND  THAT  THERE  IS NO PRONOUNCED ZONE OF 
DRAINAGE AT THE BOTTOM OF THE FOAM ALTHOUGH THE DENSITY OF 
THE METAL  IS  SO HIGH &ROM THE  FOAMING BEHAVIOUR OF OTHER 
METALS IT IS KNOWN THAT INFERIOR FOAMING CAUSED BY INSUF½CIENT 
COMPACTION  OF  THE  POWDERS  OR  AN  UNSUITABLE  CHOICE  OF 
POWDERS OFTEN  LEADS TO  IRREGULAR PORES AND HEAVY DRAINAGE 
SEE EG 2EF  4HIS IS OBVIOUSLY NOT THE CASE HERE
4HE PRESENCE OF SILICON TOGETHER WITH THE ROUGHNESS OF THE 
SURFACE CAN BE HELD  RESPONSIBLE  FOR  THE COLOUR OF  THE !U3I 
FOAM 4HE COLOUR CHANGE OF !U3I DURING ROOM TEMPERATURE 
STORAGE  HAS  ALSO  BEEN  CON½RMED  FOR  NONPOROUS  INGOTS 
PREPARED UNDER ARGON ;= )T WAS FOUND THAT ONLY THE SURFACE 
CHANGES ITS COLOUR WHEREAS DEEPER LYING LAYERS REMAIN SILVERY 
AND  THAT  THE  EFFECT  IS  REVERSIBLE  WHEN  THE  ALLOY  IS  HEATED 
AGAIN -OST LIKELY THE SOLIDI½ED ALLOY CONTAINS NONEQUILIBRIUM 
&IGURE  
6OLUME EXPANSION FACTORS FOR VARIOUS !U3I FOAMS AND A !U3I#U  
ALLOY FOAM PRODUCED WITH DIFFERENT BLOWING AGENTS %ACH POINT  
REPRESENTS FOAMING EXPERIMENTS BASED ON ONE OF THE EXTRUDED ALLOYS 
MARKED BY AN ASTERISK IN 4ABLE  %RROR BARS SPECIFY A RANGE WHENEVER 
MORE THAN ONE EXPERIMENT WAS CARRIED OUT ON THE SAME BATCH OF 
EXTRUDED MATERIAL 4HE DOTTED LINE IS JUST A GUIDE LINE
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&IGURE  
A	  !U3I FOAM EXPANDED TO  TIMES THE VOLUME OF THE EXTRUDED 
PRECURSOR -AXIMUM WIDTH OF FOAM IS  MM 0RECURSOR NO  IN 4ABLE 
 WAS USED B	  !U3I#U FOAM EXPANDED TO  TIMES THE VOLUME OF THE
EXTRUDED PRECURSOR
A	
B	
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INTERMETALLIC PHASES THAT HAVE A SILVERY COLOUR AND DIFFUSION
CONTROLLED  PROCESSES  CAUSE  THE  DECOMPOSITION  OF  THESE 
PHASES  INTO  THE GOLDSILICON EUTECTIC AT  THE  SURFACE  3IMILAR 
COLOUR CHANGES HAVE BEEN DESCRIBED FOR RAPIDLY SOLIDI½ED !U
'E3IBASED SOLDERS HOWEVER NOT AT ROOM TEMPERATURE BUT 
AT # ;= 
4HE  COLOURS  OF  ALL  THE  ALLOYS  INVESTIGATED  IN  THE  CURRENT 
STUDY DEVIATED FROM THOSE OF THE USUAL COMMERCIAL ALLOYS SEE 
2EF    SINCE  OUR  ALLOYS  HAVE  BEEN  SELECTED  TO  OPTIMISE 
FOAMING  BEHAVIOUR  -OREOVER  THE  SURFACES  ARE  ROUGH  AND 
PARTIALLY OXIDISED !S NOT ONLY THE OCCURRENCE OF INTERMETALLICS 
BUT ALSO THAT OF OXIDES OR OTHER PATINAS CAN PRODUCE A WIDE 
RANGE OF COLOURS ;= THERE ARE MANY POSSIBLE REASONS FOR THE 
OBSERVED COLOURS IN THE FOAMS INVESTIGATED %VEN THE BLOWING 
AGENTS  COULD  LEAD  TO  FURTHER  COLOUR  SHIFTS  SINCE  AFTER 
DECOMPOSITION THE ELEMENTS 4I OR :R REMAIN IN THE METALLIC 
MATRIX
&OR TWO REASONS IT CAN BE ASSUMED THAT THE QUALITY OF THE 
GOLD ALLOY FOAMS COULD BE IMPROVED BY FURTHER OPTIMISING THE 
PROCESS  PARAMETERS  &IRST  THE  PARAMETERS  APPLIED  IN  THIS 
STUDY MERELY REPRESENT A ½RST GUESS BASED ON SOME THEORETICAL 
CONSIDERATIONS AND THE EXPERIENCE WITH OTHER METALS 3ECOND 
EXPERIENCE  ALSO  SHOWS  THAT  THE  POWDER  SELECTION  AND 
COMPACTION  PROCESS  CONTAINS  MANY  HIDDEN  PARAMETERS 
WHICH  HAVE  TO  ½NETUNED  4HE  BLOWING  AGENT  USED  IN  THIS 
STUDY WAS UNTREATED HYDRIDE POWDER 0RETREATMENT OF THESE 
POWDERS COULD  LEAD TO A BETTER COORDINATION OF GAS RELEASE 
AND ALLOY MELTING WHICH  IN  TURN COULD  FURTHER  IMPROVE  THE 
FOAMING  BEHAVIOUR  AS  IT  IS  KNOWN  FOR  ALUMINIUM  ALLOYS 
SEE EG 2EF 
#ONCLUSIONS
,OWMELTING !U3I AND !U'E ALLOYS CAN BE FOAMED TO ABOUT 
 TIMES THE VOLUME OF THE STARTING MATERIAL USING 4I( OR :R( 
AS A BLOWING AGENT 0ORE  SIZES ARE COMPARABLE  TO  THOSE OF 
ALUMINIUM  FOAMS  WHILE  THE  LESS  UNIFORM  PORE  STRUCTURE 
RE¾ECTS  A  MORE  PROVISIONAL  STATUS  OF  DEVELOPMENT  )T  WAS 
SHOWN  THAT  FOAMING  A  PURE  METAL  SUCH  AS  GOLD  WITHOUT 
STABILISING PARTICLES IS NOT POSSIBLE AND THEREFORE ALLOYING OTHER 
METALS TO GOLD IS A NECESSARY PRECONDITION
)T  CAME AS A DISAPPOINTMENT  THAT  IT WAS NOT POSSIBLE  TO 
FOAM  GOLD  WITHOUT  STRONGLY  INTERFERING  WITH  ITS  VISUAL 
APPEARANCE !LL ADDITIVES CHANGED THE COLOUR OF GOLD MORE 
THAN WAS  HOPED  INITIALLY  )T  WAS  NOT  POSSIBLE  TO  REDUCE  THE 
AMOUNT OF ADDITIVES  TO BELOW A  LEVEL  THAT WOULD AFFECT  THE 
APPEARANCE OF THE METAL IN SUCH A MARGINAL WAY THAT IT COULD 
BE USED FOR JEWELLERY OR DESIGN OBJECTS AS ORIGINALLY PLANNED 
(OWEVER  THERE  MIGHT  BE  SOME  USE  FOR  SUCH  FOAMS  FOR 
OTHER  INDUSTRIAL  SECTORS  %LECTRICAL  CONNECTORS  WITH  UNIQUE 
FUNCTIONALITIES MEDICAL IMPLANTS OR MATERIALS HELPING TO HEAT 
PLASMAS BY LASER RADIATION ARE JUST SOME EXAMPLES THAT HAVE 
BEEN SUGGESTED IN DISCUSSIONS 
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